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0,0    ROLE  OP PACKAGING 

^•1    Phyrlcal Di a tribu ti on: 

AN IMPORTAN*- coasiderat*cn being paid to thé cholo« of 
a '.«chnology in modern times, la the economy it can offer in 
the coet of production.    Through constant review and upgrada- 
tion of prevalent technologie»,   the cost of production has 
been continuously brought down.    But the experience of the 
developed countries indicates that the  ultimate coat to the 
consumer hae been increaeing, due to a phenomenal  rise in the 
coot of distribution of the goods produced.     Packaging la a 
major element in the dia tributi on system and it has, there- 
fore, become necessary to consider the choice of a suitable 
technology ~>t packaging in controlling costs« 

0.2   Ovaren 3eneflts fron Packagi«?: 

PACKAGING helps precerve agricultural  produce and food 
products.    It contributes  to minimising the spoilage of the 
food produced with great care and at great expense*    Packag- 
ing protects industrial products during the stages of its 
movement from the production centres to the consumption 
points and resists the mechanical hazards encountered in the 
journey involving handling and storage,    it caves capital 
goods from the influence of environment through which they 
need to be transported,  thus minimising the chances of their 
deterioration enabling prcropt commissioning of machinery and 
equipment.    The problem« of corrosion are minimised through 

the use of adequate and functional packaging.    Packaging hele« 
distribute mass-produced consumer goods  from the modern sector 
of the industry to different destinations within the country 
and to the destination markets abroad.    Packaging eliminates 
dust contamination in textile products,  enhancing the sale- 
ability of textile goods,  including garments and,  at the same 
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time, prevents their being attacked by fungus and insect«• 
Agricultural inputs such as  fertilisers would be rendered 
totally unusable but for the adoption of the right packag- 
ing.    Drugs and pharmaceutic -Is,  the basic necessities  for 
the maintenance» of human well being, are required to main- 
tain their integrity which is rendered poseiLle only by 
the adoption of appropriate packaging carefully chosen for 
the purpose«    It is packaging that provides the convenience 
features demandad by the modern society»    The age of the 
'instant' would not have been possible,  but for the techni- 
ques of packaging to preserve the foods« 

0.3    Packaging Enhancoo Vnluo i 

A SIGNIFICANT contribution packaging can make to a 
growth in the national production is by the value it can add 
while contributing only marginally to costs«    This becomes 
self-evident when one analyses the pattern of imports by the 
developed world from the developing ones and the subsequent 
distribution«    For example,  rice imported in bulk is branded 
and distributed at significantly increased prices compared 
to the cost of importation«    Cashew kernels imported in Milk 
is branded and distributed in consumer packages at several 
times the imported cost«    Tea i§ a classic example where 
mainly through packaging, enormeus value is added to the 
product.    All the profits continue to contribute to the wel- 
fare of the alrcaiy ù-Y2loped states and the developing coun- 
tries which contribute to such welfare,  continue to be poor 
just because adequate attention has not been paid to packag- 
ing technology which can be used as a very important tool in 
value adding to produce and products.    It Is not only in tèe 
field of food products such variations exist but even in the 

case of hand-tools, engineering accessories and spares, which 
are all exported in bulk by the developing countries, the 
same situation exists« 

MM 
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O,.*    packaging Prevents Leases: 

LOSS PREVENTION is another significant contribution 
packaging make*  towards increasing the economic statue of 
any society.    Whether in food production or in industrial 
production by merely reducing the incidence of loss and 
damage at the distribution a tage,  it is possible to make 
a  number of countries self-sufficient in  i my areas«  but 

alas,  even a fraction of the attention paid to increasing 
the production is not paid to the development of packaging 
which will increase the quantum of availability to the 
consumer.    Even the estimates of such losses mainly in the 
export trade alone   reported     to be around 30 % of the total 
value, do not appear to hay« created any feeling of the 

urgency with which this technology should be developed 
particularly by the developing world which is also the 
victim of such losses. 

0.5    Packaging Promotes Public Health; 

SOCIETY requires to be protected from the evil« o£ con- 
taminated or spoilt food.    But, unfortunately,  it Is  quite 
common in many developing countries to sell food products 
including primary produce in an unpackaged form.    Foodgrains 
contaminated with such materials even as pesticides,   insect 
infested sweat meats,  decayed marine products, adulterated 
food,  ¿re all common phenomena in many parts of the world» 
The safety of public health,  the prevention rather than 
cure of diseases, which exposed or unpacked foods can spread 
fast,  ic a major responsibility discharged by packaging. It 
will be futile to promote the growth of the pharmaceuticals 
industry without adequate safeguards by eliminating the 
evils thêt contribute to falling levels of health.     It is 

paradoxical though,  that the enermity of this problem has 
kept many a Planner away from taking even the initial  steps 
to regulate packaging in the non-organised and rural  sectors« 
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IT IS  PACKAGING that informs the buyer of the product, 
enables him to compare and choose,   guarantees the quality 
and helps  in protecting consumer's  rights»    Rightly adopted, 
the technology of packaging I alps promote hu.ian well  being 
and improves the quality of life« 

0.7    Packaging Cuto Coatn : 

WHILE en the f¿ co  oí! it,  packaging would appear to be 
an operation after the production of goods,  the lack of 
attention to consider packaging at the stages of planning 
can be detrimental not only to the producer but can adver- 
sely affect the national  economy.    Goods must be made avail- 
able to the common men at prices which he can afford and 
therefore the choice  of an optimum package right at the 
stages of planning their production assumes importance« 

0.8    Packaging-Tntoqral Fart of Preduct: 

IT SHOULD BE emphasised that,  should it become that the 
choice of  the package may unduly enhance product cost dis- 
proportionately,  attention may have  to be paid to modifica- 
tion in the product itself,   in such a manner as  to make it 
packageoble economically for distribution.    Redesigning of 
equipment,  reformulation of drugs and pharmaceuticals,  keep- 
ing in mind th« problems  that may arise in reaching them 
to the  consumer are normal  features  in the developed coun- 
tries  of the world which have fortunately realised the peril 

if  this aBpect is neglected in the early stages  of product 
development.    That the product design or formulation must 
go hand in glove with package design for its ultimate dell- 
very to the consumer economically is so obvious to need any 
greater emphasis. 

IT FOLLOWS therefore that when choosing an appropriata 
technology   for  the  production  Of  goods   whether they te agricultural 
produce,  consumer products  or industrial m<'chinery and capi- 



tal goods,   attention would hôve  to be paid to simul- 

taneously choose  the technology  of packaging most 
suited for  the  product.    Some important packaging con- 
siderations   for selected products   of immediate concern 
are outlined   in Annexure - I  to VII. 

1.0    packaging for Domestic and Export Traete: 

IN DEVELOPING countries,   industric.lisc.tion and the 
resultant urbanisation h¿¡ve brought in their wake enormous 
problemi?,  of  dit tribu ti an and have  made varying demands on 
the shelf-life  needs  for foocU;,   pharmaceuticals,  etc. 
Within developing countries  themselves,   it is  possible 
to observe  differing consumption  patterns  - markets  that 
are conscious   of value and m 'ikets   th-t are conscious  of 
costs.     Packaging in thus required  to meet  the  demands  of 
both the segments.    It has,   therefore,   not been possible 
to arrive at  a  standardisation even  foe trade within   (and 
In vast countries  like India,   this   itself is  a very big 
problem).     When one considers   the needs  of export,   there 
is a further  complication introduced by the elements  of 
variations brought in, especially the needs of the import- 
ing markets.     Ther« are age«in  two divisions  in the export 
markets,   one which traditionally imports  in bulk and reaps 
profit-, by packaging it in consumer packages  for the market 
and the othf r   is  a more recent  phenomenon,   of  the rich but 
industrially poor nations, viz.   the oil-rich countries  to 

which exports  have to go in consumer packages,   for,  either 
they lock the   facility to repack  goods  or their purchasing 
power is quit« high.    If,  therefore,   developing countries 
have to sustain their process  of industrialisation,   for 
which foreign  trade is a must,   they need to pay adequate 
attention to the  growth in packaging standards  prevalent. 
Unless they  prepare themselves,   through improved packaging 
in the functional  and marketing  features,   they cannot pene- 
trate potential markets and sustain in foreign trade. 
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2.0    TRANSPORT AN  IMPORTANT FEATURE 

THft DEVELOFW.NTG   taking place   In  the system  of transpor- 

tation and handling influença  the design and choice  of a pack- 
age.    As part of   the  programme  of minimising the costs   of 

transporta   Lon,   gre^t Stridor i  ivc bean made  i     the system 

of t ra ne por coti, u.»   JXJL   uvei; XJ\U world« 

IN THE  MARINE movement,   it started with the  introduction 

of large Containers  in order te minimise detention time of 
ships  at ports an<J  today w<:> nave cellular ships  carrying giant 

Containers  capable of carrying 10,   20,   2b &  30 metric   tonnes 

at a time«    The size and dimenaions have been standardised 

in order to enable standardisation of the handling gear. The 

development of intar-modal Containers which are now in use ae 
per standards recommended by the  International standards 

Organisation   (ISO)  have influenced packaging decisions  not 

only in the developed part of the world but airo in develop- 

ing countries for meeting their export needs.    It has been 

possible to minimise or eliminate  packaging  taking advantage 

of the facility offered by the Container in protecting  the 
cargo. 

2.2   Unit Load Handling: 

IN ORbCR TO help speed up  che handling operations   for 

purposes of storage,   the concept of unitisation of loado was 

first developed with the adoption of palletisation of cargo. 

The dimensions of these pallet* have also been standardised 

over a period of  tir.**  ••gain  to facilitate mechanised handling. 

That the dimensions of the inter-modal Containers  have  natu- 

rally been tailor-made  to match pallet specifications   is 

obvious.    The degree of standardisation which has been achie- 

ved in unit load handling has naturally led to the standardi- 

sation of packaging dimensions to fit in^o the system of 

pallet or system  of Containers, 
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THE DEVELOPMENTS have been found to be so beneficial 
that even very large chain stores in the developed world 
have adopted these to suit their systems of merchandising. 
Even for the developing world which may not have the faci- 
lity to handle pallet loads and Container loads,  the advan- 
tages offered will be found  co offset invesjnent in the 
capital goods involved in the introduction of the system* 

INCREASED protection and reduced damage to cargo would 
help developing nations in reducing their costs and simul- 
taneously enhance the competitiveness of their products in 
the export markets where very often they are required to 
compete with the developed countries  in quite a few areas* 

3.0 USE OF INDIGENOUS MATERIALS AS BASIS FOR GROWTH 

THE FACT THAT every nation cannot produce everything by 
itself economically, is by now so fully established that it 
needs any additional emphasis«    The feasibility would depend 
on the availability of raw materials within in order that 
costs could be kept low.    For example/ where the country is 
abundant in bauxite and therefore aluminium, a packaging 
industry with a strong bias to this material can be quite 
successful.    The availability of finished steel of the right 
quality can promote the development of steel container indus- 
try or tinplates industry and can manufacturing industry. 
Rich forest resources would naturally lead x.o large scale 
paper industry and therefore promote paper packaging industry, 
Not all developing countries can boast of the availability of 
all the primary resources which can bo ultimately converted 
to meet the packaging needs of the industrial ox agricultural 
production. 

3.1 Adaptation t 

MANY     developed countries whoso resources are getting 
depleted at a faster rate,  continue to devour the primary 
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resources of the developing world which do not have the 

whoroviithr. i to convert these by themselves.    Examples 

are BO numerous to necessitate any listing«     Puoi  le a 

classic example.    Tin,   Iron, aluminium,  etc. are some 

examples where packaging materials are concerned.     The 

efforts in the d^wl opee? worlO have therefore been oriented 

to synthetics  in preference to natural materials  and superior 

technologies combined with mass-production techniques  to 

reduce the material  consumption for a  given performance. 

As  a result«  the  technology,  information and equipment and 

systems available in the developed world and which are usually 

borrowed by the developing countries  for their use,  increase 

their depandence en identical toaterinls in their countries 
also.    The result is a  total lack of urge to improve the 

indigenous materials in the developer wrbi.      The situation 

needs to be rectified and in this of fort, the expertise of 

the developed world can be of help to the developing world 

in the modification or adaptation of their technologies to 
suit local materiale.     For example,  in countries like India 

which iron less superior qualities  of kraft paper,   the con- 

version equipment must be capable of making use of this paper« 

But very often, equipment for conversion is obtained first 

and effort* to modify the materials follow. 

3.2    Tjs^UnSlJSi&UCliU' 

MAIN,  a number of  traditional material« available in 
plenty in developing countries are not usable in their pre- 
sent form for meeting the changing needs of internal trade 
and exports.    Material«  like coir  (which offers cushioning 
properties), bamboo baskets, agricultural fibres which are 
converted Into bags for bulk packaging,  suffer from a number 
of   'deficiencies' and therefore unacceptable.    Technologies 
must be provided In order to upgrade these to fit Into chang- 
ing needs of organised industries.    Materials capable of being 
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used for packaging appear to be one of tí» main sufferers 

for the awareness of  the avantages of improved packaging 

itself is  low in developing countries.     This is a signi- 
ficant area which has  potential  for closer collaboration 

between developing countries themselves  on the one hand 

and between  the developing and the developed world on the 
othor. 

4 .0    PACKAGING RESEARCH AND TRAINING 

AS THE  industrialisation itself is  a complex problem 

for rnout developing countries/ very little energy is left 

to develop the infrastructure facilities to fully realise 

tho fruits  of production.    It is no wonder therefore that 
looses and damages do occur to induntrial production during 

the steges   of distribution«    Thus,   prevention of losses to 

help conserve scarce  industrial production has beccute the 

principal  proble«    to be tackled in almost all the develop- 

ing countries.    Applied Research in Packaging,  taking into 

account the other components of the physical distribution 

system,  ha*,therefore,  become the urgent need of the hour« 

WHILE THE organised and what way be termed ac  the 

'modern sector' of the industry itself is not able to pay 

adequate  attention to the e.iormoun problem;,   of protecting 

their own  goods through techniques  of better p<ack:ging# 

it will be futile to expect the not>se-lnformed agricultural 

sector to take the first steps in such improvement«;  of pack- 
aging technology« 

AS DEVELOPING COUNTRIES continue to largely depend upon 

primary goods such as agricultural produce,   fisheries,  etc« 

where» the losses are staggering,  some organised efforts  to 

Conccrve   these   throurh  nd<?T\intc  rosearen  and  devoloprnent   would  h«lp 

the common  mon   in  hin  vt.rnjprI<'  to  r-.urvivo. 
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A PRCGR>«MilC  of applied research with regard to conser- 

vation of agri-horticulturel production as well   as indust- 

rial  production will have to be supported by: 

a) t e development oi: te  ting   facilitie:   to test and 

évaluait,  ^oc^^mg materials  and packages; 

b) training facilitiez  to train and develop packaging 

specialists to meet the needs of the various sectors 
of thn irc'ustry and trader 

c) information services on the tocmicai      and techno- 

logical development«,  taking pl^ce in many parta of 

the world in order to promote learning;  and 

d) the undertaking of problem-solving consultancy 
services to meet the immediate problems facing 

the industry and trade« 

5.0     BKCKAOIKa AS  A SYSTEM 

IN THE CHOICE of packaging,   it is necessary to view 

this  not as mere design  of a package from whatever material 

that is avail?ble but to look at it as a total system, 

5 . 1    Element* o€ Uic Svita : 

THE   ELEMENTS of euch a r -stem,   from the producer*s 

angle may be    ...,   — w~* all o£ the  following! 

a) The primary package containing the product; 

b) The intermediate package containing a  given 

nuibet  of primary packages; 

c) The transportation package containing a certain 

number of intermediate package which is considered 
the nost economical size unit for distribution; 

d) Tho pallet which is intended to unitise a certain 

number of bulk packages to facilitate storage and 

handling;  and 

e) The Cm'-ainer which accommodates a certain combina- 

tion nf: pallete   for movement by the chosen system 

of transportation« 
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FROM the point of viow of tho Rotali or, the element» tro 

o)   The 8izo and shape  of the primary package; 
b) The marketing features of the package so th»t 

it will  move fastiand 
c) The economical  size of the informed i at o      or bulk 

packages which he could afford to buy at a timo« 

FROH the point of viow ef tho Cenaunert 

a) The primary package must have all the convenience 
features he looks   for; and 

b) The package should be easily disposable or re-us able. 

5*2    Ttttfl ?YfttM Vprf CtP 

IT IS very obvio* i that the choice of the prim«ry 
package by the producer will have to take into account much 
more than the more characteristics of the product contained' 
but it will have to take inte account the entire cycle from 
the point of production till the consumption and a little 
beyond,  viz.  the ultimate  disposal  of the package« 

IT IS further restrained by the systems of production« 
types of package» system of transportation» environment 

conditions influencing product life, methods of merchandis- 
ing,   preferences and taste?   of the consumer,  the prevalent 
laws  of the l«md, it any,   governing the package, etc»* 

IF ALL THESE have to be done economically, care has to 
be given to every element of the system so that the product 
ic still competitive in the ultimate analysis.    The question 
is,  therefore«  obviously of how these elements have boon 
adequately researched into and decided upon and tho technology 
of packaging choa^i for the purpose« 



6 .0    APPROPRIATE TECHNOLCOÏ 

6.1 

THE OBJECTIVE of the present forum is to proviac a bule 
conceptual approach <\nú Hpeci.í'ic ection programme of Indus- 
trial technology for the votary end dispersed sector at the 
national level*    The programme is supposed to meet not merely 
the production but moro  i.wportaRtJ.y the consumption needs o£ 
the larger rural comuni ti®s*    T^ appropriateness of a tech- 
nology to be chosen would, '¿hsreüor*, have to bear in mind 
the basic question of meeting thi» needs of the rural sector 
of the economy.    It lo evident, therefore, that the develop- 
ment of the packaging industry must be oriented to the arti- 
cles of consumption by the common man and simultaneously 
meet the needs of the Industrial sector«    Thus,  there are 
two major sectors which packaging is expected to serve - one 
the Industriel end the other the agricultural,* 

6*2    lilt U fWWeffA sB FMtertM ? 

PACKAQIHQ, as has been »«eie out earlier, is e service* 
It serves the product neods and the market needs*    Zn all in- 
dustrialising situations«  the /start has to be small in many 
areas*   When the production plani for industrial products 
•re based on this size of demand, it automatically follows 
that the establishment of packaging industry or planning for 
packaging production will hove to keep in line with this 
demand.   While it is true that highly sophlstlcatec*. packag- 
ing technologies are presently available to the developed 
world, it does not have to follow that these technologies 
•re appropriate atleast where packaging is involved,  for, 
it is Just need-based*    The experience in some sectors of 
the Indian Packaging Industry beare ample evidence of What 
can happen if this is not borne in mind before the acquisi- 
tion of the technology«    A major problem will be the high 

Ì 
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cost of packaging resulting fron abysmally low lavala of 
capacity utilisation, a major factor which must be of 
concern not only to the industry but ta any nation«    It is   . 
seldom that a supplier of the technology in a developed 
world is in a ponitlon te advise a buyer from developing 
world with regard to the acquisition or the appropriate- 
neos on KJ.S own» but it ia ptjsible that e proper assess- 
ment of the need in the first Instance by the developing 
country Itself where necessary with the assistance of tho 
devoloped world which can provide the guidelines for a 
subsequent decision on the technology meat suited for the 
situatici* 

FORTUNATELY,,    the advantage in packaging industry is 
that it can be adapted to the individual needs - rathe; it 
should be adapted to the needs of the product and  the markst« 
Zt can be in the large acale organised sector (e.g. packag- 
ing Paper 6 Boards)/ it can equally be in the cottage sector 
(e.ç% paper. Boxes» cartons)«   Starting fro» the 800 cm? 
per minute activity in en organised unit, it can go down to 
the level of even 1000 plastic bags a day in the cottaço 
sector*   What is, therefore, important la that it has to be 
dove-tailed into the technologies that are chosen for improv- 
ing the production of the products to be packaged*    When one 
decides to go In for mass-production in certain areas, cna 
would need quality packages   vhich are mass-produced.    There will 
be no point in n*s»-production of packaging, if there is no 
viable local demand« 

SOME considerations with regard to the choice of selec- 
ted packaging sectors are detailed in the Aimexuraa-VXXX to 
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6.3   Pnttwi affiatici frm Mit/taftt« 
IN TALKING about the adoption of appropriait technology, 

the question of scalea of operation alleys cornos into picture« 
Low investments and increata in the number of work placet, is 
quit« often rightly considered et» the motivating factors whsn 
the country goes in for industrialisation«    Hhen rural indus- 
trialisation íB the key-objective,  this feeling gets additional 
support«    tfhlle there if nothing objectionable and in fact a 
lot desirable in this approach, the constant upgradation of 
the technology once adopted involves additional inputs for the 
promotion of research and development efforts«    The low levels 
of investment considered attractive for the setting up of 
individual work places do not or iray not take into account 
the outlays en research and development.    The result is that 
the technology once considered appropriate, does not continue 
to remain appropriate.    This would lead to a situation of 
obsolescence      of «¿hese technologies and therefore the elimi- 
nation     of the entrepreneurs who contributed to the growth 
of the particular technology»    Packaging Technology is no 
exception to this.    Therefore, the establishment of a number 
of small work places of low levels of operation should be sup- 
ported by a common research and development infrastructure 
promoted either jointly by the Industry and the Governments 
or by the industrial producers and users«' 

A FEELING may be expressed that when industries are of 
large scale, they could afford and plan for R&D efforts 
for the upgradation of technology«  At leant    in the area of 
packaging, it is observed that despite the passage of years, 
this  thinking is not substantiated by actual performances« 
There are possibly other restraints in a developing economy 
and therefore the question of scale as a factor which will 
enable constant upgradation of technology, does not appear 
valid«    Thus, it would seem that it is only a capacity to 



meet the immediate and foreseeable demand that should be 
the criterion for the choice c£ the  technology supported 
by the necessary in fra« true ture to constantly upgrade the 
capability in keeping with the increase in demand. 

7.0 PLANNT X> FOR S*CKAGItU 

7.1 Common Preblejn: 

X SURVEY of the packaging situation in the developing 

countries of the vorld would reveal some common features« 

viz. a) Governments of the countries do not provide for 

priority treatment for packaging industries as other subjects 

like food, health« indus trial ltationa, etc. which need to be 

given greater attentikn. However, packaging which contributes 

to these, is not paid attention i b) the packaging user indus- 

tries are not aware of their problème; c) managements in 

packaging user industries do not give adequate importance to 

the subjects i d) packaging is considered as an additional 

cost; e) arising from these, there is a total lack of co- 

operative effort in setting up of developmental centres for 

the promotion of packaging. 

7.2 National Packaging Ceatffrt: 

IT WOULD,THEREFORE, appear essential that National 

packaging Centres are set up by the Governments where such 

centres do not exi.s*" *,<' rnadyt Such a national centre should 

aim at involving industry and trade in the promotion of 

packaging standards. The next step would be for the Govern- 

ments to make a suitable allocation in their •Plan1 outlays, 

for the packaging sector of the industry whose production 

will go, to meet the needs of the industry and the agri-horti- 

cultural sector. The packaging centres should be entrusted 

with the responsibility to survey the country»s needs and 

submit proposals for the measures aimed at improvement in the 

status« 
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7.1.: jfefiL 

Tire NATTOML     Centre« that may be set up, may have, 
¿«pending upon the skills and talenta available,  to begin 
with any of the activities based en the minimum needs of 
the respective countries, 

a)     *PP**»* Henearen i Studies of different moth oda of 
teeting for decidir? or the ideal choice of alternatives, 
performance teeting for standardisation, determination of 
performance requirements of packagae  for optimising speci- 
fications, etc« 

°)      Omltpsatt i.e. Development of materials, retail and 
transport packages; also upgradation of indigenous materials. 

c)      Consultanoji Te meet ahort-term and long-term problems 
of individual industrial enterprises and groups of industria«, 
by designing «nd developing auitable packages for new product«, 
improvements in existing packages, etc.    This also includes 
trouble-shooting. 

d>       TeetlBO ef »»ckafllnff ^VtClMf *tg tlttU Chare^rtnfa . 
i.e. Materials like paper, plastics, metals, glass, timbar, 
Jute and ancillary material, like adheaivea, bitumen, waxes, 
etc.    The testa also include those for mechanical, chemical 
and physico-chemical properties. 

•) Testing ef *mt*Lx .nckagy i.«. »ckager made of flexi- 
ble as well a« *igi¿ «ateríala. The teeta include «helf-life 
studies, compatibility, resistance to mechanical and environ- 
mental hasards. 

t)      Testing ef lm?n^.m}SÈSaÊ.t !••. packages made of 
mei*l, timber,  plywood, plaatic«, etc.    The tests include 
tranaport-worthinea. of packages, such es measurement of re- 
sistance to shocka,  impacts,  vibration,  compression, rolling, 
stacking, rsin, «alt-spray, humidity, etc. 
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g)      frUnilW«  («/ Shorc-'ior.n - for s «ni or and middle manage- 
ment in industry and trads (b) Long-term - for developing 
packaging technologists   (c) Znplant - for individual enter- 
prises   (d) Industry-groups, such as pharmaceuticals,  chemicals, 
(a) Machine Operators, ouch ca for closing machines, 

h)      Infoggatf.cni - Decienta tion,   (books, periodicals, patents, 
bibliography, translation, i.«prography, standards, trade cata- 
logues, reports), wublicationa,  techno-economic, commercial, 
aba tracts and title eorvlce, directories, survey reports, dis- 
semination of informatici. 

A)     Marketing Boaoarcht Survey of demand and supply of packag- 
ing mataríais, rosearen for identifying new areas of applica- 
tion, overseas narîwting research for packaging of export 
products* 

J)     graphic Designi . for Consumer packages» 

k)      Pramotiginlt - Exhib* tiros. Packaging Contests, Seminars, 
Conferences, oto. 

1)      packaging La;-?a : Compilation of différant laws in forca 
to promoto or~?,iii»rsa growth of the packaging industry and consu- 
mar protactio^„ 

•)     alÄllâ^.Sí^f:^^l, deleting national standards body in 
formulation oí! st'-rv&arc-j * 

«)      ItalVtrtffr Cj>r^rI ^¿-^¿n^xnational Coiiah^eUtn«- for 
promoting research.  *r*r»afr5r o¿ technology, training, ate.' 

7¿*»      jl^tjnol pqjg?5^Mj^ntoasji 

THE ESTJVPL7SKMEMJ? of Regional Packaging Cantra» should 
also ba contatrplatcd in orcio? to avoid duplication of research 
and development activities and to halp in the transfer of 
technology.    Ragionai Centres by virtua of thair international 
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«tatué «re likely to be in a position to influenae the local 
Governments of the Region and the Packaging Industries to 
help in the upliftment of standard».    In setting up « Regional 
Centre, th»   principal consideration would be the availability 
of the minimum facilities an<* skill» at the  chosen centre. 
This is emphasised i>y the reason that in ordar to guide and 
to co-ordinate»  there «rust be available a body of personnel 
with sane baeic understanding of not only the right concept« 
but also the problems of the region.    This group could be 

entrusted with the task of organising « meeting of the Elanners 
in the Governments of the region »/ith a view to highlighting, 
the benefits of improving the status of packaging in the 
rogion.    The subject would,  as a result,  get subsequent accept- 
ability and the industries in th« region would find it easier 
to plan the growth of packaging industries«    The next step 
would be to organise group exercises for the management per- 
sonnel in the industries in the region t© promote the right 
concept, viz. that packaging is an investment and not an item 
of cost.    The diffusion of the Bubject in an industrial situa- 
tion would be easier if it start« from the top.    When the 
primary acceptance of the subject is achieved,   it would then 
become necessary to meet the demand for trained technologists, 
for which a programma should be undertaken.    This cadre could 

then be utilised to identify the significant problems of the 
region requiring immediate attention.    The programme of work 
which would be of immediate benefit in overcoming some chosen 
problems oould then be drawn up and in meeting this problem, 
co-operation may be necessary with the developed countries of 
the world.    Solution to problems when found should be imple- 
mented, reviewed and refined.    This would develop in the 
industry the necessary confidence to promote such efforts 
by regional centres and help in planning the pattern of their 
future programmes of work* 



IN THE SECOND stage,  the Regional Centres may under- 

take surveys of region«•  requirement« of materials, machi- 
nery and equipment which need to be standard! e ed in order 
to enable planning for the production of these within the 
region itself* 

8,0    INTEWATIOMAL CO-OPERATIOjg 

AS MENTIONED earlier. *h<s Science & Technology of 
Packaging itself i/s relatively new and we have on the one 
aide t£iilor-fna<Se packaging materials to suit the product 
and the market in the most developed countries of the world 
and at the same time absolutely non-standard materials and 
systems in many of the doveioping countries in the world. 
Depending upon the advanced country with which a develop- 
ing country collaborates for its own industrial develop- 
ment«  the choice of machines and materials, varies«    Apart 
from this« in a freer econaT/, where industries are allowed 
to obtain the technology ttiny consider fit for their promo- 
tion, it is possible to observe in any industrially develop- 

ing country the prolifereticai of packaging material    speci- 
fications resulting from their adherence to a given packag- 

ing machinery or system obtained fron different parts of 

the world*    It is not uncommon, therefore, that when a 
country wants to take up the development of packaging material« 
whether fiom indigenous *curcc.e or through  borrowed techno- 
logy, because of the diwtrno nature of the demand, a lot of 
hesitation is noticed an the feasibility becomes suspect*' 
It is not as though that i.t it* impossible to substitute 
materials having the desired functional qualities in order 
to preserve and protect the produce and products, but the 
problem is the lack of co-ordinated effort at the (a) level 
of the industry;   (b) notional level;   (c) regional level« 

I 
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IN THIS AREA,  cue ¡k.oo experience the naed for nations 
to come togathor no that the erbari unce und expertise ars 
shared and the costly uletaküs o£ >Iie developed nations ;n 
their path to pro^vu^n i.   LíO    v< petite ci Ly the developing 
ones.    The examni*.^ «(= on^-t^p ix>tt-\• considered a step 

ahead of the multi«';rip bottles and the resultant problem 
of litter leading t,o thp oacond vhourhts o»i going back to 

the multi-trip bottle is a ceco :'.r. point whsre before the 
technology is obtained,  tha d:micpin,j countries must be 

willing to study afj to trtu-t is appropriate for themselves,1 

Experience of the ôwelcpod vr,tì.ùt ur.i.ch can be passed on 
to the developing world, ii-cf:  ebo establishment of proper 
channels and systeirs of conmunicatic'i» 

AÄRT PRCH TH3 tv--sc «f/c.^jd natAcro, even some of 

the developing natica li--» ZrCi?, recintine,  Republic of 
Korea, Egypt, etc. ir-vs c^l'.p-i *:-,oir ovn technologies 
which tre inexpennÄvo ¿X;H r^--; > D ìMCI conditions.    Co- 

operation ameng t^e?. r,~.e¡  -::    ,,-MI  J C:;J ¿^sloped nations 
can bè equally ìnù^^i^'-l^ 

THIS IS exactly Kh .:,j    ^ osts-blirhmant of national 
packaging centri»«,  réglerai pattanárg centre» and may be, 
inter-regional pec]:-:vlr*>, ,.i-nt.;....,, r^^cr.Q importance, 

K MAJOR Tfc^ ,.av:;.i >:?-. > ; .v:;-j c:n ba expected to per- 
form, besides the rcu'^n:, Urn-.; - ;, o.-: infornatlcn communi- 
cation is the id3nttf;t-a-'- r:. M-c'cgiec most suited to 
the nations that require it i ;: 3 fcb, c^obility for making 
the technology avoli able IVJ- '\   Y** •f, A.V -» .'n.    One does visualise 
that as countries in various .jír^e <*2 envelopment continue 

to grow in their procero of i.;3yn totalisation,  there are 
also countries which have r:e:i A-.j  -:2t »tage quite sometime 
ago and have gone over ^o rr&^t^r ;>yccs:.?3 of sophistication 
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in keeping with the overall development and the degree of 
industrialisation achieved«    The technologies that have 

been developed whether presently of significant use or not« 
can be channelised through the channel of packaging centres 
to the less fortunate ones in tho developing world.    Global 
standardisation with its cene omni tant bénéficient effects 
could be real iced ruicker if the system of channelisation 

is organised by the setting up of Intcr-Rogional Contre for 
the countries which are similarly pieced in terms of the 
levels of industrialisation which could then be supported 

by regional centre« representing different groups of nations 
and by national contres for individuel countries«    Packaging 

Centres have alreaúy been established in India, Morocco, 
Philippines»  Republic of Kcrca,   Iran, etc« and Regional 
Packaging Centres are also contemplated with an agreement 
to set up ono in Morocco for the Arab States and more to 
follow«    The tims is now opportune for the creation of 
regional centric in Asia, Africa,    Latin America, etc, which 

could be oncoyraçpd er gateways for the entry of appropriate 
technologic« from the developed world« 

9.0    fiOME C? I*mmhT%CK*L ACBBCIE8 

IN THE OVERALL development of packaging technology, 
for the benefit of mankind, international agencies have a 
key role to play.    The Unitod Nations Industrial Development 
Orgahization     (UNIDO), tho International Trade Centre   (ITC), 
the Commonwealth Secretariat  (CFTC), the World Health Organi- 
sation (WHO), tho ttorld Packaging Organisation (WPO), etc« can 

help in bringing together countries of the world and hasten 
the pace of growth«    Thi assistance of national agencies of 

developed countries, such st USA ID, SIDA, etc« and regional 
bodies like the Industrial Development Centre for Arab States 
CXDCAS), can eloo bo sought in this effort« 
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL need for promoting packaging 
having been now i ritenti tied and accepted, it is tin«, 
cene«rted efforts ara taken by the daveloping world 
for implementing a planned programme of action« 

v •" ' 

ir ' • .-. 
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ESTIMATES prepared by International Agencies indicate 
that the po§t-harvest losses in agricultural production can 
be *s low as 1 % or «a high as 45%*    Many developing countries 
•re net importers of food grains.    In countries like India where 
food production is quite high» the post-harvest losses have 
earlier been estimated at around 10%.    Some of the losaes oontro- 
llable through the adoption of adequata packaging are  t 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

Those occuring during field transportation ; 

Drying to storage transportation ; 

Storage in relation to the type of packaging and 
period of storage. 

Storage to processing transportation ; and 
Distribution - including transport and handling. 

As food production increases* the quantum of less als« 
increases leading to continued dépendance on imports unless 
there is a dramatic turn either in population control or in 
food production for the better. 

SCARCITY leads to problems of adulteration which is facili- 
tated by the absence of branded consumer packaged foodgraine in 
most developing countries which are also highly populatod. 

The exploitation of the consumer continues. 

EVEN IN INDIA where presently there is no dependence on 
imperte, no significant changes have taken place in the patterns 
of packaging, which continue In the age-eld jute bags.    Millions 
Of tonnée  of   foodgraine are moved over several hundred, kilometres 

throughout the year.    losses continue   though measures have been 
taken to minimise the incidence of losses but packaging is yot 
to be utilised fully, •§ one of the means of  loss prevention« 
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The concept of consumer packaging right at the production 
centres which could be encouraged through the forum of village 
co-operetlves can  i 

1* 

2. 

4. 

Help achieve a higher va^ue realisation oy th« farmer 
because of the additional process of packa^in^    involved ; 
Help in the starting of small acale or tiny seal« indus- 
tries to meot the packaging needs of the  local produce j 
Help consumers at different contres to identify quality 
relative to its origin,  which is not facilitated by the 
present system and,   thereby,  protect the consumer from 
exploitation with regard to product quality and  minimise 
chancea of   Bpoiiage; ard 

Contribute to the overall welfaro of the rural sector and 
the community as a whole. 

THE CONCEPTS of consumer packaging,  if introduced at the 
rural level as sbove, can concurrently assist in the extension 
of this idea to ouch articles   «s sugar, veçatables   (pre-packaging) 
fruits   (pre-packaging),  etc.    The present levels of losses in 
fruits and vegetables in India alone is estimated at around 30 * 
which is preventable to a subotantial extent.    The technology is 
inexpensive but bon3fit is intense. 

Expérience òf the develc~5d countries will be cf halp. 
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CI Ml NT 

CEMENT ia « product o£ the organizad sector.    Though 
consumed in bulk,  it is always packaged in amali unita for 
transportation«    The main reason for packaging is to save 
it from seepage or spoilage.    The developed «rarId uses paper 
sacks, the availability of which is restricted.    The use of 
poorer qualities of paper has been rendered difficult because 
of product characteristics.    Indi« ie one of the major produ- 
cers of cement but it usee Jute bags where tho losses due to 
seepage are estimated to be around 7 % and in recent times« 
there has been imports of quantities less than the amount of 
losses«.    Measures to minimise losses have to focus attention 
•n packaging« 

FOR EXPORTS, however, the dependence on Imported paper 
continues as the developed countries demand the use of paper 
to prevent dusting due to seepage.    Sven here, the mlnimusi 
losses due to the system of handling 1B estimated at about 3«. 
Thus, there is a need to Identify technologies) almsd at  (a) 
tho use of modified Jute bags to minimise seepage;   (b) inex- 
pensive methods of upgradatlon of less superior paper such as 
those derived from bamboo or hard woode;   (c) Improved systems 
of bulk distribution which would necessitate the requisito 
Inf restructure for handling; 
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LIGHT ENGINEERING PRODUCTS 

PRODUCTS that fall under this category are mostly matai 
manufactura*« such as agricultural implements« tractor parts, 
pumps and oil anginas, hand t'ois, machin« tr->ls, domestic 
appliances« industrial spares, ate.    In racer.": timo:;, a vtrioty. 
of electronic s have been added to this list.    Theso are either 
fabricated or assembled and are characterised by their vulnera- 
bility to the effect o of atmosphere wheroby they got corroded 
er are highly fragile and vulnerable to the hasards of transport 
handllag and distribution* 

IN THE design of packe go« for these products,  a larga 
number of materials are made use of.    Moieturo barriers«  oxygen 
barriers« cushions, spaca fillers« corrugated boards, timber« 
thermo-fermad packages, vapour corrosion Inhibitors« etc* aro 
all used* 

PROPER product design technology taking into account the 
hasards of the journey alone will ensure that the product can 
be made avallabile co tht consumer Intact and e* connettive 
prices«   While in the developing countries,  no eerlouo attention 
has so far been paid to this aspect, in the developed countries 
which export a sizeable quantity of these to the developing 
world, th?re is  lack of awareness of the conditions of the 
distribution.    In (hie field« there is an enormous noed for a 
serious dialogue and exchange of  ideas between the developed 
and úavelcplng countries* 

XMTns   areas of package design for these products, very 
little knowledge Is available in the developing countries* 
Package Design Technology needs to be provided to the developing 
countries«  in a big way.   Here a*ain,   the developed world can 
be of help* 
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CAPITAL POOPS 

(HEAVY ENGINEERING AND EQUIPMENT) 

WHILE THE choice of Technologies of production 1» 
important* * major impediment is observed in the commissioning 
of these plants» resulting from the loss and damages occurring 
during transport from the production to the erection point* 
Breakages«  atmospheric influence and other hasards during 
the journey from tho manufacturing centro even in respect of 
very small components or accessorise  lead to major delays 
resulting from the need for replacement,    «ven in such large 
scale equipment as for power generation* transportation and 
packaging, pose great problems« 

PRODUCT design for movement and techniques «x  particular 
packaging to mininine costs* are areas in which technology 
can be made aval lob lo by ths developed countries« 

ADEQUATE and functional packaging minimises their being 
subjected to expooure to the atmoopheric changes such as ef 
humidity end from mechanical hasards experienced in the 
Jcurnty    a well an of handling.    Tho choleo of propsr packaging 
(the right quality or titubar 4« design) and development of 
adequato s y sto ms of otorago and transport oro Important here* 
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FERTILISERS AND CHEMICALS 

MOST developing countries depend on imports of ferti- 

lisers and chemicals  to supplement the  local production in 

Order to meet the growing needs of agriculture.    Precious 

foreign exchange is  utilised in their procurement but  it 

heppens that the infrastructure  for their handling,  trans- 

portation,   in addition to  suitable packaging systems have 

not developed to the extent necessary and desirable. 

NEWER systems of transport may include the design of 

suitable bulk carriers from the ports or production centres 

to the consumption centres.    Cost effective package designs 

such as flexible bulk containers of plastic.  Jute or other 

fibres may have to be  developed.    Simple systems of hand- 

ling the bulk containers  should be developed at the rural 
centres. 

THLSE measures would help cost reduction in di s tribu, 
tion which is vital« 

Ì 
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DRUGS AND PHARMACEUTICAL 

T'B importane« of pac .aging in drugs and pharmaceu- 
tical« has been realised by all countries without any 
exception.    But the conditions •£ marketing»  merchandi- 
sing,  storage *nd most important of all,  the  ambient 
conditions vary from country to country.    These have a 
great Influence on coste.     The need for making available 
to the masses drugs anú pharmaceuticals      at optimum costs« 
is self-evident*    But unfortunately, the Industries in 
developing countries cannot afford to undertake expen- 
sive research and development  in packaging and therefore 
are compelled to adopt the patterns of packaging even 
where they may add disproportionately to the cost.    It 
is not uncommon to develop packages which can give a very 
long shelf-life, while the markets do not need these« for* 
in many countries,  the supply of drugs and pharmaceuticals 
is scarce«    The emphasis in the choice of technology ef 
packaging in this case should«  therefore,  be on  i 

a) 

b) 

Cost «eduction,   in keeping with marketing needs / 6 

Safety  of human health with regard to the choice 
of packaging material in the context of the ambient 
conditions and storage life. 
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TEXTILES 

DIFFERENT varieties of textile» are produced in 

many developing countries.    Broadly«   they fall into 
the following categories  t 

&•    Textiles based on Natural Fibres  t 

X)  Silk 2) Cotton 3) Wool 

B,    Man-made Fibres  t 

1)  Nylon        2) Polyesters. 

SOME of the developing countries manufacture an 

export yarns*    Some export semi-processed fabrics and 

some export  garments.    In countries  like India»   all 

the varieties are offered in the modern sector of  the 
industry. 

AN interesting feature    of the  Indian economy,   is 

its basic commitment to the handloom sector.    Emphasis 

in the handloom sector has so far remained with produc- 

tion and very little attention has been paid to the dis- 

tribution and the losses that might be encountered 
resulting  from   i 

1) Effect of insects in respect of hand-made Silk 
Fabrics   ; 

2) Mould growth in the case of Cotton Fabrics;  and 
3) Shop soiling due to long term storage. 

ALL these   lead to distress sales after a limited 
period of  storage and the products are disposed of as 
waste after  long term storage.    Considering the quantum 
of production and consumption,  the  losses arising from 

this pOSt-prodUCtion stage,   are SO ^reat that no country,  and 
particularly no developing country,  can afford   them. 

THE need for adequate research in packaging is 
emphasised. 
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PAPER   BOARD  CONVERSION   INDUSTRY   (CONTAINERS 

BASED  ON  PAPER 

CORRUGATED Fj.bre Do,;»rd is an important material used 

for the manufacture of containers intended for transport 
of  cargo* 

The production technologies adopted are   i 

a) Fully automatic - right from the stage of making 
the board till the time or collection and unlti- 
aation of finished boxes  ; 

b) Semi-automatic - where the critical part of the 
board is manufactured in a simple mechanism and 
all the other operations of making the board and 
it» subsequent conversion into boxee,   is done in 
several stages manually. 

PRODUCTION in the fully  automatic units can go upta 
about 300,000 boxes por day   (two shifts), 

THE semi-automatic proceer. i?; capable of meeting the 
smallest orders for a few hundred boxes a day of various 
sisas and properties» 

TiE automatic plant can employ about 10 to 15 people 
while quantity for quantity,  the semi-automatic linea 
would have to use about 8 - lo times as many people« 

THE technological choice,  therefore,   should be in 
favour of using the  semi-automatic units,  where  labout 
la  available economically. 
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AUTOMATIC equipments which operate around  200 metres 
per minute,  produce about 8 tonnes of corrugated boards and 
subpequently convert these  into boxes« 

Semi-automatic machines produced  in India operate at 
speeds upto 30 metres per minute and produce about 3 tonnes 
per day, 

INVESTMENT in a simple  fully automatic machine obtained 
from the developed world is  of  the order of  250,000 US 
dollars compared to investment of  about 15,000 US dollars 
in semi-automatic equipment  in  India.    Advantages of lower 
••phiatication incuude the facility to use poorer but more 
tconomical paper materials  as  i9 the case with the paper 
made from bamboo in India. 
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GLASS PACKAGING 

GIASS CONTAINER happens  to be ene of the oldest 

packag. ng materials to be    5ed by mankind.     It is manu- 

facturad from relatively inexpensive materials and it is 

recyclable.     Energy consumption,  however,  is a factor. 
Three systems of manufacturing are possible* 

•)    the semi-automatic  ; 

b) three-fourth automatic ;  * 
c) the fully automatic. 

MINIMUM capacities  for an economical plant, could 

be about 5 tonnes per day.    The employment potential of 

such unit is about 250 workers.    It is capable of meet, 

ing very small scale demands   in terms of  few thousand 

bottle« at a time.    The cost per machine can be as  low ae 

1500 dollars besides that for the furnace.     Initial invest- 
ment can,  thus,  be very  low. 

THE three-fourth automatic is  an intermediate stage 

between the semi-and fully automatic machines where inve- 

stments would have to be in the region of about l?O0#00O 

dollars.    It can be had  in sections of capacities of three 

tonnes per day each and each section costing about 150,000 

dollars.    The number of workers to operate is more though 

the total capacity for an economical unit will bs equal to 

the fully automatic one.    The choice of appropriate sise 

unit will, therefore, have to take into account the fact 
that in developing countries  the demand is  likely to 

trow gradually upto a point and suddenly take-off.     it may. 
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ANNEXURE - IX 

therefore« be desirable to start with semi-automatic 

and switch ovar to three-fourth automatic with tha 

capacity to increase tha numljr of sections* 

THE fully automatic is usually a six «action unit 

capable of producing about IS tonnes per day involving 

the use of 2 operators for the machine and the rest for 

further process. Minimum capacities should be of 3 units. 

The cost of Installation towards the equipment« furnace« 

etc* can be in the region of 5,000,000 dollars* The 

employment potential is lower at about 400 persons for 

the 45 tonne output* 
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PLASTICS        PACKAGING 

THI:   sector of  packaging  Industry is  highly adaptable 

to various  stages of  development  in any country.    The 

plastic raw materials  sector ha«  to be necessarily having 

large scale  capacities and be     pxovided with application, 

research and development  faciJ.1 ties   in order  to guide the 

user.    Thi»  is  the pattern or  gi owth of the  industry the 

world over. 

THK plastics  conversion industry,   i.e.   the industry 

which converts  the raw material  to plastics packaging can 

be  in the tiny sector, medium or  small scale sector or 

large scale sector.     The establishment of  the  -^""   of the 

unit  in this  case is rendered easy,   for,   it has to be dove- 

tailed into industrial or  agricultural use  for which it  is 
intended. 

IN THK field of  injection moulding of plastics,   there 

can be hand-operated  semi-automatic units of even half 

ounce capacities to very  large  fully automatic units depen- 

ding upon the  size of  the   local demand.     It  is possible 

when one  starts on a modest basin to increase the number 

of units  to go to meet  the  growing demand  from time to tlm«. 

The minimum investments can >~e  US dollars  200 to 500 for 

the purpose depenrilr.j upon the   typo of plastics. 

IN THE field of   film manufacture,  the blown film tech- 

nology has been adopted with great success  in India,  where 

even small  rural demand ha* been possible  to be met. 

Investment  in equipment may be of the order of US dollars 

20,000,     In the  cari» of   film lamination,   the  capacity has 

to be chosen with great caro,   for,   this  is  intended to 

meet mostly organised   largo scale demand  in keeping with 

the   le «I«  of   value ©r co it consciousness  not only in tha> 

user   industries  but   in the  consuming public as well. 
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The  Indian situation would  indicate that choice of the 

right scale of  operation to begin with is extremely 

important.     Blind copying the sophistication^   reached 

in the developed world  in this behulf can be disastrous. 

SIMILAR is the  case with the  blow-moulding of 
containers. 

AN  iMPORTrtirr aspect to be remembered in  going  in to 

the technology ot plastics packaging,   is the environment 

in which the containers  are  intended  for use.     This needs 

to be taken special note of particularly in the developing 

world,  which are similarly placed  geographically as well 
as economically  like   India. 

IT SHOULD -iso be remembered  that the plastic conver- 
sion machinery industry and  the raw material industry will 

have to tak    the lead  in guiding  the destiny of  the plastic 

conversion industry ¿s well af in th#» prcr-ctter. of appli- 
cations for plastics. 
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METAL PACKAGING 

THE metal container industry has been one of the 

traditional industries in all parts of the world« Steel 

barrels« ti np late container: based on hot-dipped tinplate 

and aluminium containers have been in use for a number of 

years, 

IN ALL THESE AREAS, a substantial amount of tubati- 

ttttien for certain applications/markets is taking placa 

all over the world as the marketing n eds have undergone 

radical changes or the systems of transportation and dis- 

tribution have been vastly improved, 

NEWER TECHNOLOGIES in this field have* therefore, 

concentrated attention on i 

a) minimising the use of the material for a given 

application ; 

b) use of alternative materials for coating in place 

of tin ; For example« tin-free-steel (TFS) ; 

c) minimising the amount of steel used for the tin- 

plate, such as the double cold reduced plate (2-CR); 

d) minimising the use of tin-coating by the adoption 

of differential coaling rendered possible by the 

electrolytic process ; 

•) minimising the number of operations involved in 

the production of can by the use of such technolo- 

gies as drawa and wall-ironed cans > 

f) substitution of the metal Itself by paper such aa 

by the adoption of composite containers having 

natal ends only ; 

g) by the development of leak-proof containers using 

combination of paper and metal. 
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OP ALL packaging materials«   metal containers offer 

the maximum protection to the product.    That they cent 

relatively more,  becomes obvious.    Perhaps*   in the early 

day« and may be in some parts of the world,  even today 

their adoption for purposes of packaging has been inevitable. 

IN THi; area of metal container technology»  therefore» 

the basic material will have to be competitive and the 

choice of the technology for its production itself will 

have to be given primary attention.    Secondly,  consideration 

must be given as to how far this expensive material could 

be put to use by essentially the rural sector to which 

attention is presently being contemplated. 

Also,  whether the market at all needs the adoption of 

metal containers,  should have to be first ascertained.     In 

all these areas,   there  is a  need  for the acquisition of 

export knowledge in regard to the  local conditions, product 

need« and technological possibilities. 

I 
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FLEXIBLE   PACK>vG 1KG 

THIS AREA covers both the traditional and the non-tradi- 

tional materiale.     In  the developing part of the world,  natu- 

ral   fibres  like Jute,   hemp and similar  fibres  as  ar« locally 

available,   are made une  of.     :hese  were  jufit sufficient to 

meet the  demand in the  early  days   for the packaging of bulk 

of the agricultural  production.     It  is  the chango  in the pat- 

tern of consumption as  well  as  of  distribution  that newer 

materials  ae alternativem  to ttero   traditional   ones,   had to 

be developed by the inrivr:tr -• <J . >  <.-.ivcnced world in keeping 

with its  needs.    The   result ha¿  been  the almost  total  neglect 

of upgradation ot  technology with regard to the  traditional 

materials.    This  ia more  experienced in tho field of  flexible 

packaging than in the area of rigid containers.    Evidently, 

there are  two distinct areas  of technology which require 

attention:    a)  the technology to modify traditionell materials 

produced in the developing world to meet the needs  of the 

modernising sector of the industry for purposes  of packaging; 

b)   the adaptation of modern machinery and equipment ta make 

use  of  the traditional  materials. 

WITH REGARD TO setting up of  industrier  in  the  field of 

flexible  packaging in  the modern uenie,   i.e.  industries which 

will utilise such materials,  aE aluminium foils,   regenerated 

cellulose  film,such ae   polyethylene,   polypropylene,   nylon, 

polyester,   etc.,   the choice will be âetermined more by the 

quantum of donard and  Eirnificantly   the ambient conditions 

during storage,   distribution and merchandising,   in  addition 

to the  systems of merchandising itself.     For example,  while 

the system of merchandising  In  the developed world,   will  demand 

the use of  pouches  th.it cor. stand up,   in order to meet the 

needs  of  the self-service stor-s,   the need ic  absent in the 

developing world where  the customer  ir  always   assisted by the 

shop-keeper while effecting  the purchase. 
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IN THE FIELD of laminates which m»ke use of dif- 
ferent materials to produce the ultimate flexible mat- 
erials required,  it is desirable to think in terms of 

technologies which will offer maximum economies« 

IN THIS AREA of flexible packaging, essentially 

where modern materials are involved,   there is evidence 
of creation of capacities totally unrelated to the needs 
of the market rendering the packaging materials highly 
expensive«    Not only the size of the industry but the 
choice of the technology,  both are very important consi- 
derations  in this field. 

IT IS TO BE remembered that the  field of Flexible 
Packaging offers enormous potential  for minimising the 
coot of packaging for a variety of products and hence 
its very high importance. 
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